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Supersymmetry 
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Strong WW Scattering, other signatures of strongly interacting symmetry 
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Tim B&low. Harry Nelson Tao Han 
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Keith Riles, Jim Brau 

New Z’s, quarks. leptons. other exotica 

Kirk McDonald. Kaori Maesbima, Tom Rizzo 

Detector Layout & Parameters 

Bob Jacobsen Marty Breidenbacb 

IO. Interaction region and backgrounds 

Tom Markiewicz, Stan Henzbacb 

11. Special purpose experiments and detector (‘f{! :‘e, e.e‘, etc.) 

Clem Heuscb, Dan Bauer 
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Linear Collider 

I 

The design of a linear collider is more developed than the design of a muon collider or 
that of a VLHC, and construction could potentially begin in the next decade. The SLC at 
SLAC, designed and built in the 1980s to study the Z boson, is the first and only example 

of a electron-positron linear co!.lider and provides a test bed for fhhK development of 
the linear collider concept. In the 1993, an international collaboration was set up to study 
and develop technologies for thenext step in energy and luminosity, with SLAC and 
Japan’s KEK leading the R&D effort toward a machine that would use room-temperature 
rfcatities to accelerate the beams and_Germany’s DESY leading the corresponding effort ~_._~--___------ -... -. 
for superconducting cavities. KEK and SLAC have recently signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding to work on R&D toward a common design The next step is the 
production of a Conceptual Design Reeon (CDR) with a complete technical desi-tg and 
associated costs and schedules for specific sites. DESY plans to complete a CDR for a 
superconducting machine in the next several years as well. 

Recommendation: 

The Subpanel recommends that SLAC continue R&D with Japan’s$EK toward a 
common design for an eiectton-positron linear collider with a luminosity of at least 
1 OJ4 crne2 s-’ and an in;tial capability of 1 TeV in the center of mass, extendible to 
1.5 TeV. The Subpanel recommends that SLAC be authorized to produce a Conceptual 
Design Rqon for this machine in close collaboration with KEK 

This is not a recommendation to proceed with construction. A decision on whether to 
constmct a linear cdida should only follow the recommendation of a future s&panel 
convened after the CDR is complete. The decision will depend on what is known about 
the tec~hnolo-q of linear colliders and other potential facilities, costs, international support, 
and advances in our physics under.s.randiig. 



Memorandum of Understanding 
between 

The High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) 
and 

The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) 

International Linear Collider Optimization Study Group 

1 Introduction 
The High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (hereinafter known as ‘XX”) and The 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (hereinafter hOWn a.5 “SIAC”) have long enjoyed a 

highly suc.ccssful collaboration in the developmeat of a accelerator physics and technologies 

for the nex:-generation high energy electron-positron linear mllider. Scientists and enginetrs 

at both limratories mncznuate on development of a collider bred on the use of 

noxmai-mnducting rf mkowavc technologies. Extensive collaboration exists between the nvo 

laboratories on the basic mmponezts of these technologies and on issues of mllider design. 
Development of the technologies required for a TeV-scale linear mllidcr has 

advanced rapidly in recznt years. Prototype rf mmponents-klystron, pulse mmpr:ssion 

systems, and accelerator strumes-for such a mllidcr arc now being intqated into mnplcte 

systems. Experiments with the Fiial Focus Tesi Beam (FFTB) have ciemonsrrated the abiliry 

to derna.g and instmmczt beams suitably for the collider. Tne FFl3 was buiit at SL4C by 

a broad ti!cmational collaboration led by SUC and KEK Commissioning of a fukz.ale 

damping ring is now undenvay at the Amzlerator Test Faciliry (ATF) at KEii Tnis tw is 

being done by an intemationaI collaboration led by KEK and SIAC. Experiments v,ith the 

ATF will provide the basis for the nal design of the injector complex needed to prc?are 

highly condensed beams for the linear collider. 

The important of intcmational collaboration on large science projects hrs be:n 

we2 substantiated by experiences in high ener-q physics as well as in other fie!ds. Successful 

collaboration requires potential partners to join in the early pknni.ng of the projs and the 

managernext to foster growth of the collaboration. HiStOry shows that forinarion of a proper 

consensus and respect among potentia! participants requires conscious efions by intertned 

panics. The Directors of KEK and SL4C seek 10 dcvdOp collaboration on a linear collider in 

a way that is consistent with the independcncc and intqity of the pzicipating mnnunitics. 

It is the purpose of this document to describe r’le basic features of a process to achieve this 

goal. 
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3@bZDI,? N’LC MZTING 
---------_---------- 

AGZNJA 
----------- 

MILLENILX ROOM 
.?.x>L EAR-vTST EOUSZ ZOT4L 

1345, 28th St., Boulder 

TkT?.SDAY, June 11 

2:00 - 2:30 p.m. NZC Colli6e-r P12m & Schekle David. 3urke 

2:30 - 3:00 p.m. TLC Physics & Detector StuEies Charlie 3elt2y 

3:00 - 3:30 p.m. COFF+E BREU 

3:30 - 5:30 p.m. Discussicn 

a) General Goal a.C Nat-are of Study. 

5) Worki Groups Goe1s en2 Cb.rge. 

c) Tentative Selec:ioil of Le+Eers e.nE Co-Leeders. 

12) Detectcr X.&D Irogran. 

Fuids AvaTilzXe 

Ger.erztion of ?.&D ?lans ad Proposels 

2rocess of ?w? Allocations 

e) Se?t-tier NLC Detec:cr 4&D Workshop 

?lice, Time, Duration 

5:33 - 6:OO 

6:30 - LO:00 

Select Orpnizin~ Comnittee 

Issues on De:ecior 32zsneiezs :<eiti. ?.iles 

cL?c:e.3.I;, 3INKCS u-6 FUziLker Discussion if zeress+--q. 
sui:e 431. 

F?.IzJAY , June 12 

8:OO - 9:oo COhi'INziT>L 3SZCAST 

9:oo - 9:30 Detector X3 Issues Jim 5re.u 

?:30 -x:30 Discussion 

2) COSltF2UZilOZ 0-T ?reviocs 32.y Topics 

Confi,nziion of LeeEezs zi2E Cc-Leeders 
ClyFE:3 3-z< 

11:30 -12:oo 

h) Discssion of Detector ?.&a Issues 

ConcluZirq Xernarks Cherlie 3e.ltz-y 





Working Group Interim Organizers 

1. Vertex Detector 
Jim Brau, Harry Nelson 

2. Tracking 
Keith Riles, Dean Karlen, Chris Hearty 

3. Particle I.D. 
Hitoshi Yamamoto, Richard Stroynowski 

4. Calorimetry 
Frank Porter, Ray Frey 

5. Muon Detector 
Dave Koltick, Jack Ritchie 

6. Data Aquisition/Electronics 
Tony Barker, Bob Jacobson 

7. Higgs 
Rick Van Kooten, Bill Marciano 

8. SUSY .L 
Teruki Kamon, Bob Hollebed, H. Llurayama: U Sauenberg 

9. Other New Particles 
Slawek Tkaczyk, Joanne Hewett 

10. Top Physics 
David Cinabro, Dave Gerdes, Andreas Kronfeld 

11. QCD, Two Photon 
Bruce Schumm 

12. Electroweak, Strong Gauge Interactions 
Tim Barklow, Mike Peskin 

13. e-e-, ET, yy Options 

14. Interaction Regions, Backgrounds 
Tom Markiewifz 

c 





‘r . YLWS07::D~VOR~ 25-m-1998 16:27:46.54 
To: in%"cath@ fnald.fnal.gov" 
cc: baltay 
Subj: Announcement for the DPF Newsletter -- __... ,. 

WORKSHOP ON 3:XYSICS AND DZTZCTORS 

FOR FUTURE e+e- LINEAR COLLIDERS 

September 26-29, 1998 

at 

Keystone, Colorado 

~tiere w ill be a four day workshop on the Dhysics axd 
detectors for future e+e- linear colliders, held at the 
Keystone Resort in Colorado on September 26-29, 
The TYJrpose of 

1998. 
ui7.sm - -'f this workshop is to start organizing the 

eL-~rt to participatecx an International study on 
the Dhysics and detectors for future eie- linear 
co?l.ders. 

There w ill be significant funding available for R&D on 
detectors for future ete- colliders starting in FY1999. 
zart of the SurDose of this workshoD w ill be to set UD 
working grouas %o start 
leading to GD DroDosals 

developing 2 detector R&D ~1aG, 

funds available- i-q- FVl ggg 
for the first rouzd of R&z 

--- . 

rr;2 ^ LA-13 
i3 

workshop, w ill be open 
future ese- detectors. 

to all scientists interested 

available later _ 
Iviore details w ill be made 

'or info-rination contact: 
C l-axles 3alta.y (charles.baltay@ yale.edu) or 
Zriel Nauenberg (uriel%colohe@ vaxf. colorado.edu) 
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Here is the announcement we have seDt out to Cathy Newman 
Eclmes (DPF), Dave Pliiler (m. Europe) anci Sachyo Kom~muy~ (in Japan) for e-mz.il 
cis:ribution. I hope this is O.K. 

P.egs.rds, 
Uriel 

WOFZSHOP ON P';vSICS AND DETECTORS 
FOR FUTURE e+ e- LINEI COLLIDERS 

FcllDwing the recommendations of the recent HEPAP Gilman Subpanel, 
cf workshops - 

e series 
EZa 2 set of work-. "1s groups are being organized to study the 

~:?ysics 2nd c!etecEors of future electron-positron linear colliders. The first 
~5 these wcrlks:?ops will be he16 Zt Keystone, Coloraio from S~tur&y, 
5;~:ember 26 through TuesZey noon, Septe.mber 29, 1998. A purpose of this 
iricr!ks:5op is to start orgenizir?g the regional effort to perticip+te in ~2 
ircerneriona1 s- _ ccLl1aers. 

iutiy on the physics 2nd eetectors Zssociated wFt:h these 

There will be funding av+il~bl 
csllilers st+r:ing i.l FY99. 

e'for R&D 0s detectors for future eie- 
Pert of the pu-qcse of this workshop will be 

--7 wcrI-:.i'3g groups to sc~rt eeveloping z de:ector P.&g wle~, 
t3 SET 

ler6ir.g to E&3 
2posals for tie first rounc of R&I) furies. 

A11 scler?tis:s who wish to p+rticigeie in t:?is effort _ ere rnvltea to ett~r?ti, 
2x5 rll grouts who May kve Zn iELerf5Z ix t?.is procr&n cr2 
re~rEsat+Lion 

urge6 to hevs SCrnE 
2t this wcrkshop. 

Sss the web ~~~~~~/~~~~~~~~:~~o1~~~C0.e~;_ll~LC/w~rks:?op.html for f;?rther 
inforxztlon 220 reglstrziloLi. r or 
cli-"-~r@cclohe.color~~o.e~u. 

nelp COntECc n.zLEy OllVEZ EC 
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Organizing Committee 

Charles Ealtay, Uriel Nauenberg (co-chairs) 

Organizers by Topics 

Vertex Detectors: Jim Brau '(U. of Oregon), Harry Nelson (U. of 
California, Santa Barbara) 

Tracking: Keith Riles (U.of Michigan), Dean Karlen (Carleton U.) 
Chris Hearty (U. of British Columbia) 

Particle I.D.: Hitoshi Yamamoto (U. of Hawaii), Richard Stroynowski 
(Southern Methodist University). 

Calorimet-y: Frank Porter (CPLTF-CH), Ray Frey (U. of Oregon) 

Muon Detector: David Koltick (Purdue U.), Jack Ritchie (u. of Texas) 

Data Pcquisition/X.lectroniqs: Pntiony Sarker (U. of Colorado), Eoo 
Jacobsen (U. of Califor5a, Berkeley) 

Riggs: Rick Van Kooten (U. of IEeiaZa), William Pkrciaco (3NL) 

CUSY: Teruki K~mon (Texas A&M), Bob Eolleheek (U. of pey?syl.,ra&~) , 
Eitoshi l?aruyama (UC Eerkeley/LNSL), 
Uriel Naue&erg (U. of Colora60). 

Other New Particles: Slawak T!iaczyk (Fermilab), Joanne Eewett (SLKC) 

Tc? Physics: David Cinabro (Way~e State U.), Dave GerZes (U. of 
I%-ic‘nigen), ‘kndreas Krorfeld (Fermilab) 

QCD, Two Photon: Bruce Schumm (U. of California, Sa~=a Criiz) 

Electroweek, strong C-euge Interactions : Ti.m Earklow (52X) , ?Gc:r.aa-l 
Peskin (SLAC) 

Interaction Regions, Backgrounds: Tom Markiewicz i SLkC) 

a-e-, e-ga..,a, gamma-gamma: To be dete-mined. 

Local Organizing Committee 

?.nthony Barker (U. of Colorado) 
Jofin liarton (Colorado State U 
Uriel Naue>berg (U. of Colorado) 
Walter Toki (Coloredo state u 
Cevid Wagner (U. cf Colorado) 
Robert Wilson (Colorado State U 

This workshop is supported in part by the U.S. Department of energy. 
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Plans for the North American Linear Collider Detector 
Simulation Study---draft 
At the recent Boulder meeting of the North American interim working group organizers for the linear 
collider detector project, one of the most important issues was that of how the detector simulation 
studies would be carried out. In this document, we would like to propose a very specific plan for the 
studies that will be done between now and the Barcelona international meeting. Our understanding is 
that this plan implements the decisions that were made in Boulder. Your comments and criticism are 
welcome. 

- Tim Barklow, Richard Dubois, Michael Peskin 

General Structure and Philosophy 

In order to formulate a detector configuration for the linear collider experiments, we need to understand 
how the various choices for the form of the detector affect the quality of me measurements that we will 
make. To address this question, we plan to choose a number of standard and nonstandard physics 
processes and to study, for each of these individually, the optimization of the detector. At this stage, the 
North American working groups do not feel it is important to fix a particular detector design concept or 
to carry out detailed studies that are specific to a fured detector or machine design. Rather, we would 
like to obtain an overview of the merits, problems, and compromises in many possible design schemes. 
Our goal is not to bring a specific detector design to the Barcelona international meeting, but rather to 
bring a great deal of data that will make the discussion of design options concrete. 

Our plan for accumulating this data is the following: During the summer, Richard will put together the 
detector simulation software package described below. This package will allow the creation of detectors 
with fairly arbitrary form, subject to the general constraint that these detectors have cylindical symmetry 
and uniform solenoidal magnetic fields. (Truly novel detector ideas are welcome, but they fall outside 
the domain of this package.) The calorimetry in these detectors will be simulated in detail using the 
GISMO framework. Richard will provide an interface through which the simulated detector will receive 
high-energy physics events, a collection of generators which write events in the required structure, a 
simplified simulation of beamstrahlung and other machine-dependent effects compatible with these 
generators, and a set of specific detector configurations, which can be used as examples, 

We plan to have these tools ready to introduce to the community at the Keystone meeting at the end of 
September. We also plan to have one sample physics analysis done by that time, which can be posted as 
an example. 

The work of obtaining an overview of the linear collider physics will be parceled out in manageable 
chunks to the members of our collaboration. To facilitate this, Michael will discuss with the working 
group leaders this summer to draw up a list of about twenty specific physics measurements, giving for 
each a set of specific questions about detector design. We expect that any group submitting an linear 
collider detector R & D proposal will also contribute manpower to answer one of these sets of questions 
before the Barcelona meeting. 

It is our belief that this plan dovetails nicely with the ECFAlDESY linear collider study, which will 
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